Across
1. In the Sherlock related story The Ides of March, what is Bunny's real name? (first name)
6. In the story, The Beryl Coronet, what animal was the Beryl found in?
9. How many people have outsmarted or beaten Sherlock Holmes? (No spaces)
11. In the story, The Speckled Band, what kind of snake was used for murder?
14. During the scene in A Scandal in Bohemia, Irene Adler is marrying who? (First Name)
15. In a Study in Scarlet, what does Rache really mean? (First Name)
16. Sherlock is a very intelligent man, but he is also good at what sport?
18. In the story, The Speckled Band, what big cat does Roylott keep at his estate?
19. In A Scandal in Bohemia, you learn where Irene Adler is born, where is it?
20. In the story The Five Orange Pips, what was the ships name that crashed.

Down
2. In a Study in Scarlet, what is the name of the man who introduces Sherlock and Watson. (Last Name)
3. What is the name Sherlock calls Irene Adler?
4. In the story, The Greek Interpreter, which type of media did Mycroft use to find info on the case.
5. In which country is it mentioned that Watson was stationed during his military years.
7. In more then one Sherlock Stories, a certain family member is the bad guy.
8. In the story The Beryl Coronet, it is mentioned how many beryls are on the crown. How many are there? (Spell out the number)
10. In the story The Blue Carbuncle, the lady who helps Ryder with stealing the carbuncle is named what? (First Name)
12. In the story The Speckled Band, Holmes and Watson sneak onto the estate. Watson is surprised to see something that looks like a deformed child running across the grounds. What is it actually?
13. In the story, The Five Orange Pips, what are pips in America or another word for pips.
17. The land lady in most of Sherlock Holmes story is named what? (last name, no Mrs./Mr.)